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 On April 10th, I arrived new Chitose airport around 7.30 am. Firstly, I try to contact to Mr. 

Arm. Whose Thai student master course at muroran institute of technology. He will take care and 

pick up me go to muroran institute of technology by bus. Before, I will come to Hokkaido. I search 

with transportation in Hokkaido. Found that almost bus more comfortable public transportation in 

Hokkaido because the train doesn’t cover every area around Hokkaido. So, the bus can be respond 

people better then train. On the other hand, train spend time lower then bus. In this exchange 

program include me and another girl. Who was 3rd years information section. Which surrounding 

animation and 3D graphic design. She’s look chubby and cute girl. Her nickname’s Fon. 

 Around 2 hours, we arrived main gate of muroran institute of technology. After keeping 

bags into the center for international student room. We had lunch at cafeteria of university. Which’s 

first time for learning rule, traditional and culture Japanese. That’s new experiences for me. 

Although I had come to japan on January for travel at Fukuoga. For first day in muroran. I have 

problem about Internet because in my apartment hadn’t internet. It’s important problem because 

usually I use internet for everything in my lifestyle. For example, contact to my family, search 

something I want to know and search new knowledge for doing research. We try to inform about 

SimNet for smartphone. But, we could get through it. “Every cloud has a silver lining” Tonight, we 

joined welcome party with Thai student in muroran. I was helped and took care by everybody in that 

party. I got feeling worm welcome from everybody. 

 The first week in japan, I had to go to city hall with Mr. Endo, who staff of international 

center, for registration documentary of foreigner. Every week I had 6 subject including Japanese 

Language A, B and C, Robotic and Cultural Exchange. Furthermore, I had to do research at fluid 

mechanic design laboratory concerning erosion of material from cavitation. My advisor’s Kazama 

sensai. Who taught and recommended about cavitation, bubble generation, erosion and simulation to 

me. Therefore, every week I had to send progressive report on Wednesday. It’s seminar day of 

laboratory. My research aims to simulate jet flow direction to specimen inside chamber illustrate 

with animation by ansys program. Within 6 months, the results from simulation can be demonstrate 

jet flow through specimen only, so that can’t show erosion from cavitation. After subject had 

finished or vacation, my Japanese language skill had improved, I could talk to my friend in 

laboratory with Japanese language. Could read Japanese language or kanji alphabet better than after. 

And got knowledge a lot from every subjects. 

 Moreover, I had found new foreign friends from another country, example Japan, China, 

Indonesia, Vietnam, and Nepal etc. from Study Tour by Center for International Student. In this trip 

including everything concern over Japanese traditional and culture. When finished and arrived at 

main gate of muroran institute of technology. I think this`s amazing experiences and nice friendship. 

In this trip was included everything about Japanese culture, environment, tradition and foods. So, I 

think this trip cloud be describe everything about unique of japan.  

 On September 5th, the first day of trip. In the morning we went to Sapporo Seewrage 

Science Museum. So,I know about root way water system in the city. It’s called Sewerage system. 

Moreover, improvement and reused water. After We had lunch at Charteraise Gateaux Kingdom 

Sapporo Hotel. We went to Moereunoma Park. In this place I got amazing memories with my best 

friends and took picture with everybody. It’s very fantastic. In the evening, I enjoyed dinner with my 

friends. After that, I walked around main area sapporo station. For shopping and taking photos with 

my friends. The one things, we went to TV tower but we late because where closed at 10.00 p.m. So, 

we went at 9.50 p.m. but we could take picture with my friends in midnight in front of TV tower. 

That’s ok. And another experiences, it’s public bathroom at hotel. Thus, I cloud relax and talked with 

my friends at public bathroom.  

 



 On September 6th, This second days of trip. After finished breakfast, let’s go to find new 

experiences from travels. The frist place of today. Hikari Gokin company. where make, research and 

develop joints and electronic drained water pipes system in the building. So, we can know about 

process of production form Hikari Gokin company. Therefore, I cloud bring this knowledge to adjust 

my projects or works in the future. In afternoon, we went to Otaru Aquarium. where have many 

animals such as penguin, dolphin, and sea lion. In addition to have dolphin show and sea lion show. 

Which’s nice and interested show for me. In the afternoon, walked shopped and talked photos with 

my friend at otaru canal. Today dinner’s Bar-B-Q buffet at Otaru Unga Shokudo. So, I think cheese 

cake at otaru very delicious and more famous for dessert. In the midnight, I played card with my 

friends. Which’s more funny. 

 On September 7th, this’s last day of trip. Today I had breakfast so much because the first 

place’s Nikka Whisky Yoichi Distillery. Consequently, we cloud test another whisky and saw around 

industry for took picture. Before lunch time, we went to Culture Heritage of Edo Era. Where old 

wooden house was built by Matsumae-hun. So the lunch’s bento. Its traditional Japanese foods. After 

that, we went to cape Kamui. Where the most beautiful cape in my life. Sea water’s clear blue and 

cloud see into sea. 

The finally, Thank you so much Mr.Endo and Mr.Nishihata for supported and looked after thought-

out this trip.All the time 6 mouths, I had gone to travel in Hokkaido for example, Furano, Otaru, and 

Itangi beach. I think in Hokkaido have many beautiful attractions for travel and rest on weekend or 

holiday. 

 The finally, I’m very fortunately with I applied exchange program long term at muroran 

institute of technology because I got new experience and knowledge from this program. Thank you 

Kazama sensai for advised and taught new knowledge concern with cavitation erosion. Yamachi 

sensai for taught Japanese language to improved my Japanese language skill. Endo san and staff of 

center for international student with look after overall. If I have opportunity for apply master course 

at muroran institute of technology. After when I come back to Thailand, I will contact to 

international relationship center of Thai-nichi institute of technology concern with the Japanese 

government student scholarship for graduate and research exchange students. 
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